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Abstract 
One of the major difficulties in community environments is to organize learning, because in fields, 
such as event handling or users remote monitoring, dispatching data is important and critical. Internet of 
Things (ITs) consists of large semantic nodes which can be used in many new producing fields like 
community. In this paper, a Hierarchy based reasoning semantic standard has been proposed for 
community fields. So it is important in the first place to avoid learning as much as possible and in cases 
when learning escaping is not possible, to control the learning. The proposed standard which is called 
ENDE avoids learning in the first step using multi-way. We discriminate between observant, non-observant 
and control communication, and service the input communication based on their importance and quality of 
service requirements. In cases where input communication rate increases and learning cannot be avoided, 
it relieves learning by using a best learning control method. The proposed AQS method uses single 
assumed rank's condition on a single practical rank to accept or drop the imputing packages. The 
performance of ENDE was assessed using the imitation semantic system. Imitation results indicated that 
ENDE achieves its goals. 
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1. Introduction  
One of the fields of ITs is remote monitoring of users by doctors and nurses which 
eliminates the need to be practically present in the patient sites [7]. The received information 
can be dispatching to the control center with the help of a PDA and neighboring nodes. 
Observant information needs low delay and low package loss while non-observant data can 
tolerate more delay and more package loss. Nowadays, Community Internet of Things has 
received great attention due to the properties of ITs such as reliability, interoperability, 
efficiency, low-power consumption and inexpensiveness. We restricted ourselves to community 
fields which require stationary semantic nodes (they do not change their locations for at least a 
few hours).  
Internet of Things (ITs) are one of the most important technologies that have been 
improved due to recent developments in wireless communication and are applied in different 
areas such as community fields [1-4]. The event-driven nature of ITs leads to unpredictable 
network load, especially in community fields. Typically, ITs carry the low communication load 
when there are no special events. They have inherent characteristics unlike traditional wireless 
networks. Semantic nodes have scarce resources for computation, storage, communication 
bandwidth, and, most importantly, energy supply. Recently, extensive studies have been done 
in different layers of IT’s [5, 6].But the occurrence of important events may cause a burst 
communication which leads to learning in the network. Transport standards control learning in 
end to end or cross layer manner.  
Network based methods, on the other hand, are implemented in the intermediate 
network devices, especially routers. Based on the degree of learning detected in the network, 
source based methods adapt the rate at which the field is sending communication. This 
mechanism, more popularly known as end to end learning control is employed by transport 
standards such as the Transmission Control Standard (TCP). Learning control methods are 
Hierarchy as source based or network based. Source based methods are deployed at the end 
host where the transport standard is responsible for detecting learning in the network. We 
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addressed the problem of learning by proposing a new approach to avoid it. In this approach, 
learning will be avoided by distributing packages through multiple routes and if learning still 
occurs, we run a best learning control method. In network based methods, the intermediate 
network equipment are responsible for detecting oncoming as well as subsisting learning and 
provide feedback to the sender for indicating the situation. Source based methods work well for 
communication that is responsive to learning e.g. TCP communication.  
In event handling, it is quite likely that the semantics placed in the different users, sense 
and transmit vital patient information very frequently and simultaneously. However, timely arrival 
of the packages at their destinations ensures the safety and survival of the users. Obviously, 
complete elimination of learning is unlikely. This leads to increased likelihood of network 
learning in such fields. In life-critical fields involving large numbers of users, learning is 
extremely undesirable and may lead to the death of a patient. But, it’s possible to significantly 
reduce the effects of learning, i.e., significantly decreasing the number of packages that get 
dropped due to learning, the large amount of unwanted consumption of the limited energy at the 
semantics and increasing the number of packages that get successfully delivered with respect 
to the number of packages which are sent from the different nodes.  
However, non-observant communication e.g. User Datagram Standard (UDP) 
communication may still cause learning due to its greedy behavior. Thus, the need arises for 
network based learning escaping and control mechanisms. Basically, two factors cause learning 
in Internet of Things. The first is when the package arrival rate is higher than package service 
rate which occurs mostly in nodes closer to the sink. The second is the performance at the link 
level including competition, collision and bit error. This type of learning occurs on the link.  
We have assessed the requirements of the community fields, and consider them in 
designing proposed standard. Forth phase of proposed routing standard is data transmission. 
Similar to other networks, learning may occur in network nodes. We have also proposed a 
learning control mechanism which is discussed in Section 3.4. As its main job, learning control 
mechanism adjusts nodes sending rate (especially source nodes) in order to organize learning 
in intermediate nodes. In Section 4, imitation results have been presented. And finally in Section 
5, we conclude the paper. In this paper, we have proposed a new reasoning semantic standard 
for community field in Internet of Things. Proposed standard is composed of two main parts, 
routing and learning control. Proposed routing standard is a data centric standard which 
composed of 4 different phases. The phases are discussed in Section 3 in details.  
 
 
2. Related Works 
Learning Control and Fairness Standard (LCFS) detects learning based on package 
service time. The LCFS method carries out upstream learning control using a scalable and 
distributed method that ensures the fair delivery of the packages to the central station as well as 
removing learning. RLCS allows the field layer to cancel the importance index in a special area 
in each senor node. This aspect can be useful for a large number of semantic network fields. 
There are limitations for RLCS which include the lack of package recovery. Rank based 
Learning Control Standard with Importance Support (RLCS) [10] is a rank based Learning 
Control Standard with Importance Support which uses the rank length as a learning degree 
indicator. It controls the learning with the package importance based on the node importance for 
IT. RLCS-PS also improves the RLCS by controlling the rank more finely but it does not have 
any mechanism for handling prioritized heterogeneous communication in the network. The 
sending rate of each communication source in the RLCS-PS is increased or decreased based 
on its learning degree and its importance index. The rate adjustment for each communication 
source is based on its importance index as well as its current learning degree. LCFS formulates 
learning control and determines the number of downstream nodes, the average sending rate of 
the packages and the production rate in each semantic. Importance-based Learning Control 
(RLCS) is a importance based upstream learning control standard and measures a learning 
degree as the ratio between package arrivals and package service time. RLCS also uses a rate 
adjustment method unlike that of the AIMD technique. It supports fairness in weighted semantic 
nodes. RLCS uses different degrees of importance indexes, so a semantic node with a higher 
importance index uses more bandwidth and injects more communication. 
The output is branched from the fuzzy rule base and the fuzzy reference engine 
conjuncts and determines new source rates. This method reduces package loss comparing with 
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non-fuzzy methods. It increases throughput and energy consumption. Fuzzy Learning Controller 
(FLC) for Internet of Things develops a fuzzy rule base as well as fellowship functions. It uses 
channel load and rank size of intermediate nodes as the indication of learning to organize the 
inputs.  
For Internet of Things using MAC layer standards such as CSMA, channel load can 
also be used as a tool for learning detection [8]. When learning is detected, transport standards 
notify learning information from the congested nodes to other nodes on the route to the sink or 
the source nodes. Different standards have been proposed for learning control. These 
standards are different in terms of learning detection, learning notification, and rate adjustment 
mechanisms. Learning detection methods that are employed in Internet of Things may use rank 
length [8], package service time, the ratio between service time and packages inter-arrival time, 
Package service ratio or dual buffer thresholds and weighted buffer difference. If a bit LN is 
received, the Additive Increase and Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) method or other types of it 
are applied. However, if more comprehensive learning information is available, rate adjustment 
can be done more accurately. Learning information can be as small as a binary Learning 
Notification (LN) bit [8, 9] or contain more information such as permitted data rate. Semantic 
nodes can adjust their sending rate after receiving learning notification.  
ELDE is composed of three mechanisms: 1) Using dual buffer thresholds and weighted 
buffer difference for learning detection; 2) Flexible Rank Scheduler based on package 
importance; 3) A bottleneck-node-based source sending rate control scheme in case of 
persistent learning. ELDE also adopts hop-by-hop learning control scheme for transient 
learning. Enhanced Learning Detection and Escaping (ELDE) uses dual buffer thresholds and 
weighted buffer difference for learning detection. This method is different from traditional single 
buffer threshold methods [8]. It can differentiate learning level and dealt with them 
correspondingly. 
 
 
3. The Proposed Standard  
The main objective of the proposed standard is to avoid, or if not possible, control 
learning in Internet of Things. Similar to other data centric standards such as Reliable and 
Energy Efficient Standard (REES) and Directed Diffusion (DD) and our previous work has been 
developed in different phases. ENDE considers two types of communication: Observant and 
Non-observant. Observant communications are designed to transfer high importance data (they 
need low delay) and Non-observant communication is designed to transfer normal 
communication [9-13]. 
ENDE considers two main parameters, Energy and Delay (besides lifetime and 
fairness).The proposed standard has been designed for reasoning semantic in Internet of 
Things for community fields. These standards use different phases to perform different crucial 
tasks. In the design of ENDE, learning control as the main objective affects other objectives. 
Routing has been considered as a part of the general objective. In this standard, data are sent 
with different priorities. Therefore it can be used for community remote monitoring fields whose 
networks contain data with different levels of importance and different priorities for different 
users. In all routing standards which are developed for IT, energy should be considered as a 
goal parameter. In community fields delay is the main goal parameter. The proposed standard 
works in the following phases: 1) request spread which is performed by the sink, 2) event 
occurrence report which is performed using packages that are forwarded from semantics 
located on the patient’s body to the sink, 3) route establishment, 4) data forwarding and rate 
adjustment in case of learning occurrence. 
A large volume of data is moved in this phase; therefore a procedure for learning control 
is needed. In ENDE, an adaptive procedure has been proposed for controlling source sending 
rates. This procedure is also carried out in the fourth phase in case of learning. The fourth 
phase is the data forwarding phase in which the data recorded from the events observed by 
nodes are given to the sink. 
First, the sink (the telemedicine center) sends its requirements (required information) to 
network nodes (semantics connected to the patient’s body). In the meantime, any network node 
observing the event specified by the sink, will inform the sink with an event report (patient’s 
condition) using the phase 2 procedure. In the second phase, the initial routing tables are 
formed. These tables are then used in the third phase where different routes are chosen in the 
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final routing tables. The final tables are produced in the third phase depending on the 
importance of the transferred data. The proposed standard acts as a cross layer. As mentioned 
before, in ENDE the duties of transport layers and the network are carried out simultaneously. 
Generally Figures 1-2 show the proposed standard structure. 
 
3.1. Request Spread Phase  
This phase is started with the sink and the packages that are used for the 
implementation of this phase have the same structure. The proposed standard uses a 
community aware location aided flooding (HLAF) method in this phase. HLAF is designed on 
basis of LAF. LAF standard is designed for Internet of Things and it is not efficient enough for 
community fields. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Event Report Phase 
 
 
In HLAF we consider network as a assumed grid. In community fields the network 
nodes (users) are aware of their own geographical position. Considering network’s boundary we 
can simply form assumed grid. For instance if a 210 × 210 bounded network needs a 64 cell 
grid, cells with 26 × 265 bounded will be formed. Each node can find its own cell knowing its 
geographical position and width of grid cells. We define two types of nodes in each cell. Nodes 
with all their neighbors inside its own cell are called internal nodes, and those with at least one 
neighbor in another cell are entitled as edge nodes. Each HLAF package has a field in which list 
of visited node IDs are saved. By the time each node intends to send a package to its 
neighbors, it stores their IDs in the mentioned field. Each node evaluates this field after 
receiving a package. If it finds its ID in the list, it will drop the package; otherwise it forwards the 
package to its neighbors, as mentioned above. By this routine, the number of forwarded 
redundant packages and energy consumption decreases. 
This method supports distribution of data with different priorities which is useful for 
community fields like event monitoring in which data distribution depends on the position of the 
target nodes (users). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Request Spread Phase 
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This is the second phase in carrying out the routing standard. In this phase, information 
required by the sink node (event center) such as users’ vital signs should be sent to all network 
nodes. In other words, sink requirements are requested and distributed throughout the network 
based on different methods presented for distributing data in Internet of Things. However, the 
type of data is very important. In some situations, parameters may include highly observant 
information such as heartbeat or blood sugar level (for some users such as those with 
diabetes). The accepted values for different parameters are determined by the expert. 
 
3.2. Event Report Phase 
Since nodes (users) are aware of their own positions the packages are sent to the 
neighbors that are closer to the sink than the sender. The routing tables required for the routing 
of node data in the route from the package to the sink will be provided. And the final routing will 
be carried out in the route forming phase. In this phase, the information related to the occurring 
event is sent to the sink, however basic data related to the event are sent in the data forwarding 
phase. Moreover, the preliminaries of package routing are also determined in this phase. For 
this purpose, the patient node creates a package containing the information related to the 
sensed event and sends it to all its neighbors. 
The report must have the required characteristics so that the sink can show the proper 
reaction. After the request spread phase, if a semantic senses an event based on its duty, it will 
report the sign to the sink according to the specifications. 
Keep in mind that from any source, there could be more than one record in each node’s 
phase 2 tables. The reason for this is that phase 2 packages may arrive at a node from different 
routes. Only packages with identical fields are ignored.  
The length of the covered route is obtained from the length of the route from the source 
of the package to the current node. After creating the record, the node sends the package back 
to its neighbors. This procedure is repeated until the package reaches the sink. After receiving 
the package from phase 2, each node creates a record labeled phase 2 table in a routing table. 
The importance of the package (compared to the importance of the communication and the 
event in question), the source node, the sender, the length of the covered route and the number 
of covered hops are kept in this record. In the proposed standard, each node has an ID that is 
placed in all outgoing packages.  
It is worth noting that in fields where the request should only be sent to part of the 
network, nodes are aware of their positions. After creating the package (which we call phase 2 
package), if the nodes are aware of their positions this will lead to lower energy consumption for 
the standard. However since we need to locate all the nodes it cannot be applied everywhere.  
 
3.3. Route Establishment Phase  
The transfer confirmation depends on the importance of the sensed event. Two types of 
confirmations are considered, high importance confirmation (observant communication) and low 
importance confirmation (non-observant communication). Following the selection of the source, 
phase 3 packages are sent. As the phase 3 package moves along the route, it creates a phase 
3 routing table. Phase 3 routing table is the final routing table for routing the data sent from the 
source. 
For example, the heart beat semantic or the kinesthetic semantic connected to the 
patient’s foot sends a message to the center and specifies the level of importance. The sink 
chooses the source node for the patient’s report based on the specified level of importance. 
After the arrival of phase 2 packages at the sink, a type 3 confirmation package is sent to the 
source node by the sink which notifies the source node to send its data to the sink for 
processing. Then, semantics from one or more patient(s) may send messages. In this stage, the 
sink chooses one or several nodes for the final transfer of data based on the information sent 
from source nodes. In phase 2 packages, each node specifies the level of its importance. Each 
node forms two tables in phase 3: Phase 3 routing table with high importance and phase 3 
routing table with low importance. During this phase, two tables are completed. Routing table of 
each node maintains the best routes to the sink through its neighbors which are closer to the 
sink. Considering the maximum number of neighbors for each node in IT, the routing table will 
be practical and small. 
Since time is very important in observant fields, the first record in the phase 2 routing 
table which is chronologically the first created record is chosen. However, in choosing records, 
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the source node in the record is always considered. Moreover, only records in which the source 
node is the one chosen by the sink will be considered. 
This table consists of the following components: sender (the source node of the 
receiving phase 3 package with high importance), receiver (the destination node for the phase 3 
package with high importance), source node (the node sensing the event which is the final 
destination of the phase 3 package) and type of field (this component will be used in networks 
designed for multiple fields). Based on what has been mentioned so far, each node chooses the 
first record from the phase 2 routing table as the next hop for the high importance phase 3 
packages. The sink checks the phase 2 routing table in order to end a high importance 
confirmation. The first record is chosen for sending confirmation. Phase 2 packages are then 
arranged chronologically in the phase 2 routing. Upon receiving a type 2 package, the nodes 
place it in the first record. In fact, the number assigned to the package record in the phase 2 
routing table determines their time sequence. When a node receives a phase 3 package with 
high importance, it creates a high importance record for the package in the phase 3 routing 
table. This procedure will continue until the package reaches the source. In fact, at the end of 
phase 3, a record is placed in the observant phase 3 routing table for each source. 
Each node receives a phase 3 package with low importance and records it in its routing 
table. Then, through a procedure similar to that of the sink, the next two neighboring hop 
neighbors are chosen and the phase 3 package is sent to them. All the characteristics are 
recorded in non-observant phase 3 routing records.  
What has so far been mentioned in Section 3.3 is related to high importance 
communication. We will go on to explain the creation of low importance phase 3 routing table. 
From among the records in the phase 2 routing table, the sink considers the records chosen in 
relation to the source. For each of these records, the probability RSPi is computed using 
Equation (1). 
 
i
codrsSelectedj jj
ii RSP
AHCRL
HCRL

  Re )/(
/
      (1) 
 
where RLi  is the route length between node i and the sink and HCi is the hop count for 
the  record route. RSPi is the Route Selection Probability of choosing the record as the next hop 
for the low importance phase 3 packages. After determining RSPis for all the records with the 
intended source, two records are chosen based on probability. Then, the low importance phase 
3 package is sent to these records. Different routes are chosen so that fairness is observed in 
energy consumption of the network nodes. 
 
3.4. Data Forwarding Phase  
Each node receives observant communication from the node in question and uses the 
communication to send the record to the next hop. However, in each non-observant phase 3 
routing table, there will be more than one record for each source in the table. Each record has a 
probability RSPi based on which the next hop is chosen. The greater the RSPi in the record, the 
more likely it will be chosen. Finally, a record will be chosen as the next hop and data are sent 
to this record. In the observant phase 3 routing table, there is only one record toward the sink 
for each source. 
Depending on the type of the sensed event, the source node can send its data to the 
sink after receiving observant communication from phase 3. As mentioned before, all nodes 
including the source node have two types of routing table. Observant phase 3 routing table is 
used for sending observant data and non-observant phase 3 routing table is used for sending 
non-observant data. 
This provides multi-way for our proposed standard and can distribute packages through 
more than one path. Towards the end of phase 3, observant and non-observant phase 3 routing 
tables are created. Each node will contain an observant phase 3 routing table and a non-
observant phase 3 routing table. 
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3.5. Learning Control Mechanism in Nodes  
The purpose of a Hierarchy is to different types of data and route them in their 
corresponding ranks. The type of data is located in the package header. We define three types 
of communication; high importance (HP), low importance (LP) and control packages (CP). 
Observant communications are sent to Hierarchy 1, non-observant communication sent to 
Hierarchy 2 and control packages are sent to Hierarchy 3.  
AQS schemes are one of the important mechanisms that provide quality of service and 
prevent learning in IP networks that perform special operations in our standard to achieve better 
performance for end flows. With these mechanisms, learning is controlled and network 
degradation is avoided. Figure 3 depicts the queuing model on an intermediate node. In this 
figure a Hierarchy has been provisioned in network layer.  
Our goal is to provide routing and reasoning semantic in IT’s for community fields. 
Reasoning semantic comprises two phases. Learning escaping and learning control. Learning 
escaping is implemented with distributed routing method (Section 3).  
Each node after receiving a set of packages runs the Equation (5-1) function and in 
case of detecting learning or an increase in the sending rate of one of the senders, determines 
the sending rate of the preceding node(s) and provides this rate to the nodes. All   parameters 
are in the range (0 and 1); 1 meaning that the entire bandwidth can be used and 0 meaning that 
no data can be sent.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. the model on the node 
 
 
In our proposed standard we use the Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) scheduler to 
guarantee fairness between different communications Hierarchy. We also use Importance Rank 
(PQ) for high importance communication. The use of PQ ensures low latency and more 
reliability for observant communication. PQ allows observant communication to be serviced and 
sent first. While there is a Hierarchy 1 package in the rank, the scheduler sends Hierarchy1 
packages the rank. In order to provide fairness between Hierarchy 1 and other Hierarchy, only 
20 percent of network bandwidth is assigned to Hierarchy1 communication, so using PQ 
scheduler does not cause unfairness. 
1) Proposed AQS 
The boundaries between ranks are not fixed; meaning that if one of the active flows has 
free space in its rank, other flows facing a lack of space can use this free space on certain 
conditions. In other words, ranks in Figure 3, are singled assumedly with flexible boundaries. 
The probability of the drop (Pi) of a package in  rank is determined using the 
following Equation (2). 
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When a package is received by the node, drop probability Pi is computed for the 
package. Package will be ranked or dropped, based on Pi value. In fact, higher probabilities of 
loss for a flow show that the corresponding rank is in critical status with respect to the learning. 
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Therefore, the weight of Pi has been used directly in determining the sending rate and the 
degree of learning in each node. The process of finding Pi is performed locally in each node. 
 is an initial value for Pi which is determined using Equation 3. qj presents the number of 
packages stored in  assumed rank.  shows the level of variation in the length of the 
assumed rank. The value of  can be positive or negative.  is multiplied by coefficient 
 as presented in Equation 4. If  is positive, it will remain positive after multiplying by  
and will finally cause an increase in Pi. It means that if the variation in the flow rank length is 
positive (the rank size is prolonged) the package loss probability and the probability of learning 
are increased.  specifies the flexibility of the flow ranks.  
The expression  specifies the total used space in the node rank. Dividing the 
total by QL (total space in the node rank) gives us the percentage of used space in the node 
rank. Multiplying this value by  will result in a number which reduces the value of Pi. In other 
words, the greater the free space in the rank the lesser the package loss probability of the flows. 
However, the effect of this value depends on the  parameter.   and  are determined 
based on node importance by the user. 
 
     
(3) 
 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (4)	
 
The parameters in Equations (2)-(4) are determined in a periodical manner. Therefore, 
in Equation (4) the value of  is the rank length in the   flow in the preceding calculation 
and the value of is the rank length in the   flow in the present calculation. Generally, in 
all the equations  shows the rank length in the   flow. Parameter n is the number of node’s 
neighbors. 
2) Proposed Rate Adjustment  
Since data are transferred in the data forwarding phase, it is likely to have network 
learning in this phase. ENDE controls learning by controlling the sender’s data sending rate. 
However, learning will also be prevented as far as possible, using multiple routing. The 
mechanism of learning control comprises two parts: active rank mechanism in intermediate 
nodes and sender rate control mechanism. Active rank mechanism organizes ranks as well as 
detecting the level of learning.  
The following equations show the optimization problem which is used in order to control 
the forwarding rate. 
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In Equation (5-1), n is the number of upstream neighbors and Pi is the drop 
probability computed by Equation (2). The aim of optimization is to minimize the function of 
Equation (5-1). The importance of learning control is determined by parameter by the user. 
The network has been considered identical in the design of the ENDE standard. Therefore 
all links in the network are identical and have the same bandwidth. are the 
shares of the first, second··and nth sender, respectively. Each sender can determine its 
sending rate by multiplying  by link bandwidth (which is the same in the entire network).  
 is used as the learning parameter.  
 
 
4. Results and Analysis 
Data centric Routing standard REES uses Flooding to perform the first phase and it has 
a lower efficiency. HLAF method prevents the wasting of energy by considering new method 
and provides the possibility of data transmission with different priorities. 
In addition to backpressure methods as factors of evaluating the proposed standard 
performance, the REES standard was also used. REES is a data-centric, energy efficient and 
reliable routing standard for ITs. This standard follows different phases like other data centric 
standards for routing which include: Sense event propagation, Information event propagation 
and Request event propagation. REES also uses an energy threshold value in order to make 
the semantic nodes energy-aware. REES also has five important elements, i.e. sense event, 
information event, request event, energy threshold value and request importance rank (RPQ).  
MATLAB and OPNET is the two semantic system used in investigating the performance 
of the proposed standard. The Equation 2 optimization function along with other required 
functions were run in MATLAB. The imitation phase was carried out using OPNET. The 
proposed standard links the semantic system.  
 
 
5. Conclusion  
The service differentiation unit supports three kinds of communication namely, 
observant, non-observant, and control package. The reasoning semantic unit in the first place 
tries to avoid learning by a novel multi-way with different phases: request spread, event report, 
route establishment and data forwarding. In data forwarding phase the high importance data 
communication is forwarded through shortest path route to meet the low delay service 
requirements. In this paper, we presented a reasoning semantic data driven model for use in 
community Internet of Things with stationery users. The proposed standard takes into account 
parameters like end to end delay, energy consumption, lifetime of the network and fairness in 
energy consumption. This model consists of service differentiation and reasoning semantic 
(learning control, learning escaping) units. The low importance and control communication are 
routed through the other routes. In case of learning occurrence, the proposed learning control 
mechanism assigns a new rate for source communication. Finally, using performed imitations, 
the performance of ENDE has been investigated. Imitation results show that the proposed 
standard is more efficient than the backpressure and REES standards. 
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